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Abstract

One of the most promising strategies to improve the bioavailability of active pharma-
ceutical ingredients is based on the association of the drug with colloidal carriers, for 
example, polymeric nanoparticles, which are stable in biological environment, protec-
tive for encapsulated substances and able to modulate physicochemical characteristics, 
drug release and biological behaviour. The synthetic polymers possess unique properties 
due to their chemical structure. Some of them are characterized with mucoadhesiveness; 
another can facilitate the penetration through mucous layers; or to be stimuli responsive, 
providing controlled drug release at the target organ, tissues or cells; and all of them 
are biocompatible and versatile. These are suitable vehicles of nucleic acids, oligonucle-
otides, DNA, peptides and proteins. This chapter aims to look at the ‘hot spots’ in the 
design of synthetic polymer nanoparticles as an intelligent drug delivery system in terms 
of biopharmaceutical challenges and in relation to the route of their administration: the 
non-invasive—oral, transdermal, transmucosal (nasal, buccal/sublingual, vaginal, rectal 
and ocular) and inhalation routes—and the invasive parenteral route.

Keywords: poly(ε-caprolactone), poly(lactide-co-glycolide), Eudragit, carbopol, 
poly(vinyl alcohol), acrylates, vinyl polymers, methacrylates, drug delivery, route of 
administration

1. Introduction

There is no uniform definition of drug delivery systems (DDSs). Generally, a drug delivery system 
consists of one or more drug compounds, the technology which carries out the drug(s) inside 
of the body (medical device or dosage form) and the drug-release mechanism [1]. According 
to the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur. 8.0; pg.777), conventional-release (or immediate-
release) dosage forms are preparations showing a release of the active substance(s) which 
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is not deliberately modified by a special formulation design and/or manufacturing method. 
These forms often suffer from some drawbacks in terms of higher dose of the active pharma-
ceutical ingredients (APIs), lower effectiveness, toxicity and adverse side effects. Modified-
release drug delivery systems (MRDDS) have been developed to overcome the disadvantages 
of the conventional-release dosage forms. They could provide increased efficacy of the API 
and decreased toxicity/side effects, controlled and/or site-specific delivery, enhanced conve-
nience, lower healthcare cost and better patient compliance.

Roughly, the drug substances suffer from two major problems: solubility and permeability. 
These two characteristics are responsible for the drug bioavailability upon oral administration 
and are the basis used to classify the APIs into four fundamental classes; a methodology known 
as the Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS), launched by Amidon and co-workers [2]. 
One of the most promising strategies to improve their bioavailability is based on the association 
of API with colloidal carriers, for example, polymeric nanoparticles (NPs), which are stable in 
biological environment, protective for encapsulated substances and able to modulate physi-
cochemical characteristics, drug release and biological behaviour. Particular attention has to 
be paid to NPs made by synthetic polymers. These polymers possess unique properties due 
to their chemical structure, the type of the functional groups in the molecule, the degree of 
polymerization, the method of synthesis etc. [3–9]. For example, acrylates are pharmacologi-
cally inactive and due to their film-forming characteristics, these possess a good compatibility 
with mucosal membranes. Some of them are insoluble at physiological pH values and capable 
of swelling as opposed to the others, pH-responsive polymers, which are soluble only at pH 
6–7. Those of them which are polycationic polymers are characterized by better mucoadhe-
sive properties [10]. Furthermore, these are suitable vehicles of nucleic acids, oligonucleotides, 
DNA, peptides and proteins [11]. Aliphatic polyesters, such as poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), 
poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and their co-polymers, are the most exploited polymers because of their 
biodegradability, biocompatibility and versatility [12–14].

This chapter aims to look at the ‘hot spots’ in the design of synthetic polymer NPs as an intelli-
gent drug delivery system in terms of biopharmaceutical challenges and in relation to the route 
of their administration: the non-invasive—oral, transdermal, transmucosal (nasal, buccal/sub-
lingual, vaginal, rectal and ocular) and inhalation routes—and the invasive parenteral route.

2. The challenge: synthetic-based polymeric drug delivery systems and 
routes of administration

For the preparation of an optimal therapeutic DDS, the following knowledge is required: (i) 
the physiological characteristics of the organ and tissues in which the API will be absorbed, 
(ii) the mechanism of absorption and the degree of loss of the API in the biological layers 
before absorption, (iii) the influence of the properties of the active substance and the drug 
formulation on the process of absorption and (iv) the possibility of enhancing the bio-
availability in the biological tissues and increasing the therapeutic activity of the API, by 
using appropriate technological approaches to create a stable, tolerable and effective drug 
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 formulation. NPs possess an incredible potential to be the most effective DDS. These can (i) 
protect the drug from the hazardous environment, (ii) affect its solubility in the biological 
medium, (iii) improve its permeability through the biological membranes, (iv) provide a 
target drug delivery, (v) permit the administration of a lower dose, (vi) enhance the drug 
bioavailability, (vii) reduce the systemic side effects and drug toxicity and (viii) ensure a high 
patient compliance.

2.1. Nanoparticle drug delivery systems obtained from synthetic polymers for oral 
administration

Oral route of drug administration is preferred by the patients. Therefore, these dosage forms 
are always in the researchers’ focus. It is well known that if a drug to be absorbed in the body, 
it should have to be in the soluble state. This is particularly true for the oral drug administra-
tion. Let us look at what kind of technological problems can create the APIs from different 
classes of BCS.

Class I: The drug substances which are characterized with both high solubility and high per-
meability fall in this class. Usually, they do not have bioavailability problems because they 
dissolve fast and quantitatively, and are readily taken up by intestine. A very fast increase 
in blood plasma levels is observed for these APIs. But sometimes, from a pharmacokinetic 
perspective, slower and longer lasting action would be desirable. Polymer-based nanoparticle 
formulations that deliberately retard drug dissolution are an option for driving the kinetics in 
the direction of prolonged-release systems.

Class II: Class II APIs represent the largest class of substances in today’s drug delivery pipe-
lines. These drugs easily penetrate the relevant physiological barriers but suffer from poor 
solubility in the aqueous body fluids. There are three main technological approaches to over-
come this issue, such as the usage of surfactants, complex formation and nanotechnology. The 
application of the last one is being discussed later in this chapter.

Class III: These APIs are soluble in the aqueous body fluids, but suffer from low permeability. 
Most likely they will be excreted without exercising a physiological effect. The use of selective 
penetration enhancers is a mechanism that can increase the permeation of molecules through 
the gastrointestinal wall.

Class IV: The drugs falling in this class suffer from both low solubility and low permeability. 
However, in such cases, prodrugs with enhanced dissolution and permeability that will be con-
verted into active agents under physiological conditions are certainly a possibility to consider.

In this regard, the usage of nanoparticle-based DDSs can be a very promising approach in two 
opposite directions: (i) To modulate drug dissolution (Class I) in order to achieve desired release 
kinetics and prolonged release and (ii) to improve the solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs 
(Class II) which represent the main group of APIs [15–17]. Synthetic-based polymer NPs may 
solve these problems for the oral delivering of proteins and vaccines. These are promising 
candidates as drug- and gene-carriers, and could be an elegant approach to cancer-targeted 
drug delivery.
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On the other hand, another challenge of the oral delivery is a result of the obstacles presented 
by the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) namely, exposure to a wide range of pH environments, 
enzymatic degradation and poor permeability across the intestinal epithelium. Polymeric 
NPs could be a very promising approach to provide enhanced drug stability to overcome 
the mucus barrier (mucus-penetrating biopolymers) or to interact with the intestinal mucus 
layer (mucoadhesives) increasing the residence time and contact with the epithelium, and to 
ensure target drug delivery. As a result, an increased concentration of released APIs at the site 
of absorption could be achieved [18].

The diabetes mellitus is a socially significant disease which affects many people and 
will increase to 438 million worldwide by the year 2030, according to the World Health 
Organization (WHO) [19, 20]. Insulin therapy is the best choice for the clinical management 
of type I diabetes mellitus but its subcutaneous administration leads to a poor patient compli-
ance. Oral route could be preferable but insulin cannot be well absorbed orally because of its 
rapid enzymatic degradation in the GIT. Polymer NPs have huge potential for the effective oral 
delivery of insulin. According to Alai et al. [20], polymeric NPs and micelles could provide 
better drug stability in the harsh GIT environment and enhanced drug transport ability. It 
could be ensured by biocompatible polymers with mucoadhesive and absorption-enhancing 
properties (e.g. Eudragit L100-55 and Eudragit S100, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), PCL, 
alginate, chitosan and dextrane).

Recently, Gutjahr et al. [21] have highlighted the potential application of biodegradable poly-
meric NPs-based vaccine adjuvants for lymph nodes targeting. The authors have presented 
the different PLGA, PLA and PCL-based nanoparticulate adjuvants as innovative systems, 
capable of co-delivering immunopotentiators and antigens which may (i) enhance the drug 
delivery, (ii) increase the persistence into lymph nodes and promote a mature immune 
response and (iii) direct the response to a specific antigen and allow the induction of a cyto-
toxic immune response. This approach could be very promising to limit the spread of diseases 
caused by HIV, Chlamydia trachomatis and Bacillus anthracis.

Ma et al. [22] have developed a novel delivery approach for tumour antigenic peptides in 
order to elicit enhanced immune responses using PLGA-NPs encapsulating tumour antigenic 
peptides. They have found that human dendritic cells (DCs) loaded with PLGA-NPs encap-
sulating a peptide cocktail induced a significantly stronger antigen-specific T lymphocytes 
response in comparison with those including free peptide. The PLGA-NPs loaded with a 63 
times lower peptide dose showed more prominent antigen-specific T lymphocytes response 
in vivo than that emulsified in incomplete Freud’s adjuvant.

Biomaterial-based nanoparticulate delivery systems that encapsulate a plasmid DNA repre-
sent a better strategy for DNA vaccine delivery compared to those delivered as naked plasmid 
DNA due to their degradation and inefficiency [23]. The PLA-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLA-
PEG) NPs containing a high loading of plasmid DNA in a free form or co-encapsulated with 
either poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) or poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) have been prepared by dif-
ferent techniques [24]. The researchers have found that plasmid DNA can be very efficiently 
encapsulated into PLA-PEG NPs and, depending on the processing conditions, these NPs 
release plasmid DNA either very rapidly or in a controlled manner. Furthermore, NPs-in-
microsphere oral system (NiMOS) for gene delivery and transfection in specific regions of 
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the GIT has been developed and evaluated [25]. Plasmid DNA has been encapsulated in type 
B gelatin NPs. NiMOS have been prepared by further protecting the DNA-loaded NPs in a 
PCL matrix to form microspheres. The results of biodistribution studies showed that NiMOS 
resided in the stomach and small intestine for relatively longer duration. After 5 days of post-
oral administration, the authors have observed transgene expression in the small and large 
intestine of rats. Based on these results, NiMOS could be considered as a potential gene deliv-
ery vehicle for therapeutic and vaccination purposes.

Environmentally responsive biomaterials are commonly used to achieve controlled drug 
release in the GIT [26, 27]. The pH-responsive polymers (e.g. Eudragit), mucoadhesives (e.g. 
carbopol), enzyme-responsive (e.g. guar gum) and pressure-sensitive polymers (e.g. PEG-
ethylcellulose) are frequently incorporated into nanoparticle-loaded microdelivery devices to 
improve oral drug delivery [28].

Recently, a class of lipid-like materials termed ‘lipidoids’ (synthesized by the Michael addi-
tion of alkyl-amines to alkyl-acrylates) have been shown as potential delivery systems of 
siRNA to the liver and immune cells [29]. The authors established that a single 10 nM dose 
of siRNA-loaded lipidoid NPs depressed GAPDH mRNA expression for a week and pro-
vided powerful, dose-dependent and stable gene silencing in Caco-2 cells. Moreover, they 
found no significant induction of cytotoxicity in cells or changes in intestinal barrier function. 
In this regard, the potential of lipidoid NPs for the treatment of intestinal disorders can be 
emphasized.

The investigations presented above are just a few examples that strongly suggest the enor-
mous potential of polymeric-based NPs as DDSs for oral administration directing to improve 
the bioavailability of APIs.

2.2. State-of-the-art topical and transdermal drug delivery nano-carriers

Skin is the largest organ in the human body and it acts as a permeation barrier, mainly due to 
the stratum corneum which is a part of its structure. On the other hand, this large area could be 
used as a unique delivery pathway for APIs. They can penetrate (i) into skin strata providing 
topical drug delivery and (ii) through subcutaneous tissues and pass into systemic circulation 
providing transdermal delivery. It is well known that only APIs characterized by moderate 
lipophilicity and molecular weight less than 500 Da are able to permeate the stratum corneum 
and penetrate into deeper layers of the skin. Passive and active permeation enhancement 
methods have been widely applied to increase the skin penetration. Zhang et al. [30] have pre-
sented in depth the permeation enhancement methods as well as the major challenges for the 
treatment of various dermatological diseases. They have put the focus on the penetration of 
ultra-small NPs into skin strata, the targeted delivery of the encapsulated APIs to hair follicle 
stem cells, and the combination of NPs and microneedle array technologies for special appli-
cations, such as vaccine delivery. Recent literature has demonstrated that NP-based DDSs 
for topical application can be very successful due to the chemical and physical protection of 
drug used, controlled release, and cell and tissue-specific targeting [11, 31–33]. These systems 
combine the advantages of both the nanosized drug carriers and the topical approach, and 
are promising for the treatment of various skin diseases providing a high patient compliance.
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A few studies have described the successful application of tyrosine-derived nanospheres 
(ThyroSpheresTM) as DDSs of lipophilic molecules like paclitaxel and Vitamin D3 [30, 34, 35]. 
These polymeric nanospheres provide sustained drug release, improve the skin delivery and 
enhance the chemical stability of drug used. In another study, Batheja et al. [36] have inves-
tigated a gel formulation (carbopol and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC)) containing 
tyrosine-derived nanospheres. The authors have found that dispersion of Nile Red-loaded 
nanospheres in 1% w/v HPMC gel (i) did not show any short-term cellular toxicity or tissue 
irritation, (ii) the deposition of Nile Red via the nanosphere gel in the upper and lower dermis 
has been 1.4- and 1.8-fold higher, respectively, than the amount of Nile Red deposited via an 
aqueous nanosphere formulation and (iii) Azone (0.2 M) incorporation into nanosphere gel 
formulation led to a 1.4-fold additional increase of drug deposition in porcine stratum corneum 
and epidermis. In this regard, ThyroSpheresTM dispersed in gels could provide improved top-
ical delivery of lipophilic drugs and agents for personal hygiene.

Pharmacokinetics and anti-inflammatory effect of a novel carbopol 934 gel system contain-
ing ketoprofen-methylcellulose solid NPs have been studied by Nagai et al. [37]. The authors 
have established that the penetration rate (Jc) and penetration coefficient through the skin 
(Kp) values of the ketoprofen-NP-loaded gel have been significantly higher than those of gel 
containing ketoprofen micro-particles as well as apparent absorption rate constant (ka), area 
under the curve (AUC) and the amounts of the drug in the skin of rats have also been signifi-
cantly higher than those of rats receiving the ketoprofen micro gel. These findings suggest 
that the topical DDS using NPs could lead to an expansion in the therapeutic use of the drug.

Methyl methacrylate copolymers (Eudragit®) have been exploited to develop transdermal 
patches, medicated plasters (hereinafter patches), film-forming sprays, microsponges and 
NPs intended to be applied on the skin. Cilurzo et al. [38] have reviewed the information 
regarding the application of Eudragits in the design and development of these dosage forms 
focusing on the impact of formulative variables on the skin drug penetration and the patch 
adhesive properties. The authors have reported that a strict connection between the matrix 
hydrophilicity and drug penetration probably exists. Moreover, micro- and nano-systems 
exploiting the ionizable nature of some Eudragits can offer novel opportunities to develop 
pH-sensitive DDSs suitable for triggering its release onto the skin.

Transcutaneous immunization is a promising vaccination strategy for the treatment of 
infectious diseases and cancer. Rancar et al. [39] have studied PLA and polystyrene (PS) 
particle-based antigen (HIV-1 p24 protein) delivery across partially disrupted skin barrier 
(cyanoacrylate skin surface stripping). The authors have established that the polymer particles 
targeted HIV-1 p24 protein to the hair follicles and it has been found in skin cells, especially in 
Langerhans cells and dermal DCs after diffusion of p24 protein to the epidermis and dermis. 
The researchers have concluded that particle-based antigen delivery across partially disrupted 
skin barrier is a feasible and effective approach to needle-free transcutaneous vaccination.

Microneedle skin patches represent an attractive technology for non-invasive transcutaneous 
delivery of vaccines. These DDSs use the accessibility and proven immune competence of the 
skin for enhanced immunity. They mimic several aspects of cutaneous pathogen invasion by 
targeting antigen to skin-resident DCs and triggering local inflammatory responses in the 
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skin, which are correlated with enhanced immune responses. DeMuth et al. [40] have tested 
whether the control over vaccine delivery kinetics can enhance the immunity through further 
mimicry of the kinetic profiles presented during natural acute infections. The authors have 
prepared microneedles which consist of a silk tip and a poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) base. The skin 
application of microneedle patches to deliver a vaccine with improved release kinetics led to 
>10-fold increases in antigen-specific T cell and humoral immune responses compared to the 
traditional parenteral immunization.

2.3. Synthetic-based nano- and micro-particles intended for transmucosal drug delivery

Transmucosal routes of drug delivery include transport across the nasal, rectal, vaginal, ocular 
and oral cavity mucous membranes, and offer distinct advantages over oral administration for 
systemic drug delivery. The main advantages of this route include a possible circumvention of 
first-pass effect and avoidance of pre-systemic elimination within the GIT.

2.3.1. Intranasal nanoparticle-based drug delivery systems

Different approaches to improve the nasal drug bioavailability have been described in the 
scientific literature. The strategies are limited to (i) enhancing the nasal absorption, (ii) modi-
fying the structure of the drug and the physicochemical properties and (iii) increasing the 
residence time. Polymeric nano- and micro-particles can reduce the processes of drug deg-
radation by chemical derivatization or covalent bonding and increase the residence time on 
the mucous membranes. These DDSs may include in addition enzyme inhibitors, promoters 
of absorption and/or mucoadhesive polymers in order to increase stability, membrane per-
meability and retention time in the nasal cavity. The intranasal route is successfully used for 
drug delivery of low molecular weight APIs with non-peptide structure, peptides (insulin, 
calcitonin and thyroid hormones), vaccines and direct delivery in the central nervous system.

Intranasal delivery seems to be a promising approach for drug delivery across the blood-
brain barrier (BBB) to the brain, providing a significant advantage over currently used strat-
egies without damaging the BBB. Alzheimer’s disease is a socially significant neurological 
disorder that results in cognitive and behavioural impairment. It affects many people all over 
the world and their number increases rapidly. Fonseca-Santos et al. [41] have presented an 
extended review about the significant benefits that intranasal polymer nanoparticle-based 
DDSs could ensure in the treatment of this disorder. Polymeric NPs (quinoline-n-butyl cyano-
acrylate-based NPs, rivastigmine-loaded poly(n-butyl cyanoacrylate NPs) coated with poly-
sorbate 80 and polysorbate 80-coated solid lipid NPs have been used for both diagnostic and 
treatment of Alzheimer’s disease.

Although the results presented by Zhuang et al. [42] suggest that intranasal delivery of an 
anti-inflammatory agent, such as curcumin, and the anti-Stat3 agent, JSI-124, provides a 
promising non-invasive approach for the treatment of brain inflammatory-related diseases, 
such as malignant gliomas, biosafety considerations have been challenging. Recently, the 
researchers have developed a grapefruit-derived nanovector hybrid with polyethylenimine 
(pGNV) for effective intranasal delivery of miRNA to the brain [43]. The authors have found 
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that the hybrid not only enhanced the capacity to carry RNA but also eliminated the toxicity 
of the polyethylenimine. Enhanced targeting has been further achieved by coating pGNVs 
with the tumour targeting moiety, folic acid.

The use of polymeric carriers for drug delivery to the brain via the nose-to-brain route holds 
great promise, on the basis of pre-clinical research and clinical data. On the other hand, a 
strict toxicity assessment of NPs regarding to the morphology and functions of nasal mucosa, 
the target drug delivery and the biopharmaceutical characteristics and pharmacokinetics of 
NPs is needed before these find a clinical utility [44]. The regulatory agencies recommend the 
implementation of ‘Quality by Design’ (QbD) and the process optimization for the product 
development to produce a safe and effective intranasal DDS. The characteristics of the NPs, 
such as particle size, size distribution, particle shape, surface chemistry and structure are 
crucial for nanoparticle uptake by the nasal mucosa and will determine the therapeutic effect 
and possible toxicity.

The PLGA has been widely explored for preparation of polymeric NPs and is well reported for 
its mucoadhesive properties, improved drug stability and enhanced entrapment efficiencies. 
Lorazepam-loaded PLGA-NPs have been formulated using a nanoprecipitation approach 
[45]. This DDS showed controlled lorazepam release and potential outcome which have been 
optimized using 4-factor, 2-level Box-Behnken design.

Furthermore, stimuli responsive polymers have been widely exploited as nasal DDSs. These 
smart polymers possess liquid state at room temperature and in response to the nasal tem-
perature, pH and ions present in mucous, can undergo in situ gelation in the nasal cavity. 
These are able not only to enhance the drug retention in the nasal cavity but also to provide 
controlled release, ease of administration, enhanced drug permeation and protection of the 
drug from mucosal enzymes. Some of the aspects of the stimuli responsive polymers and 
their gelling mechanisms have already been discussed [46]. Thermoresponsive polymers (e.g. 
poloxamer 407) and combination thereof with mucoadhesive carbomers, chitosan and cellu-
lose derivatives are widely used to improve the drug bioavailability. For example, to improve 
the intranasal absorption of plasmid DNA, Park et al. [47] have designed delivery systems 
composed of in situ gelling poloxamers and mucoadhesive polycarbophil or polyethylene 
oxide (PEO) polymers. The authors have found that at 3 h post-dose, the nasal tissue levels of 
plasmid DNA given in poloxamer/polycarbophil and poloxamer/PEO 0.8% have been 10- and 
40-fold higher relative to saline. These findings have indicated the safety and effective utiliza-
tion of in situ gelling and mucoadhesive polymers for intranasal plasmid DNA delivery.

In another study, Nakamura et al. [48] have formulated mucoadhesive pH-sensitive budesonide 
micro-particles of poly(methacrylic acid) and PEG for nasal delivery. Following nasal adminis-
tration of the budenoside-loaded polymeric micro-particles, the peak plasma concentration has 
been reached in about 45 min, and the concentration in plasma remained constant for a mini-
mum of 8 h compared to intravenous drug administration where the plasma concentration 
peaked immediately and decreased rapidly over the next 4 h. Thus, intranasally administered 
budesonide-polymer DDS possesses enhanced durability of the drug concentration in plasma. 
Furthermore, polyvinyl acetal dimethyl aminoacetate pH-sensitive gel has provided controlled 
release of chlorpheniramine maleate and tetrahydrozoline hydrochloride incorporated [49].
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All the experimental results presented above disclose the huge potential of the intranasal 
route for drug administration especially using polymeric-based nano- and micro-particle 
DDSs. The considerations according to their biosafety, the quantity of API administered 
nasally that will be transported directly from nose to the target tissues and the mechanism of 
this transport should be estimated.

2.3.2. Rectal and vaginal route of drug delivery

Towards the development of vaginal DDSs, the most often used polymers are PCL, PLA, 
PLGA, poly(methyl methacrylate), PS etc. They may incorporate low molecular weight APIs 
as well as nucleic acids for the prevention of viral infections, responsible for genital herpes, 
AIDS and cervical carcinoma. Usually, these polymers possess good mucoadhesiveness and 
thereby increasing the residence time, they provide a higher bioavailability. The efforts are 
aimed at creating muco-penetrating NPs for vaginal and rectal administration [50]. For exam-
ple, different surface-engineered PCL NPs have been designed to modulate the permeability 
and retention of dapivirine (microbicide against HIV/AIDS) in vaginal and rectal mucosa [51]. 
The results presented demonstrated that PEO-modified PCL NPs are very suitable carriers for 
vaginal and rectal delivery of microbicides due to their ability to modify drug permeability 
and retention in mucosal tissues.

An even greater challenge is the use of so-called ‘gene silencing’ in the treatment of vaginal infec-
tions and carcinomas. Woodrow et al. [50, 52] have provided significant evidence that siRNA 
complexes could be successfully delivered by PLGA-NPs, providing sustained gene silencing in 
the female reproductive tract. Later, Steinbach et al. [50, 53] have showed that siRNA delivery 
via PLGA-NPs could provide protection against vaginal infection. Furthermore, these results are 
further evidence that siRNA-loaded PLGA-NPs may provide vaginal protection from sexually 
transmitted infections with improved safety compared to conventional siRNA delivery vehicles.

Nanofibres have various applications, one of which is drug delivery, especially in local che-
motherapy. Recently, drug-loaded ultrafine fibres have been used in local chemotherapy of 
cervical cancers. Biodegradable PLA fibre mats loaded with paclitaxel showed strong inhibi-
tion of xenograft U14 cervical cancer [54]. In another study, in vivo trials of cisplatin-loaded 
PEO/PLA composite electrospun nanofibres demonstrated enhanced anti-tumour efficacy 
with better systemic safety than the intravenous injection group [55]. This indicates the ben-
efits of localized delivery over systemic delivery. Ordikhani et al. [56] have summarized some 
of the recent research in systemic and localized DDSs and compared the advantages and 
disadvantages of these methods in the treatment of cervical cancer.

Yoo et al. [57] have reported the development of pH-responsive NPs prepared from Eudragit® 
S-100 that are characterized by low encapsulation efficiency for hydrophilic compounds 
(26%) compared to hydrophobic compounds (71%). Burst release occurred at pH 7.4 in the 
range expected when semen contacts vaginal mucus because this formulation has been 
made of pH-sensitive polymer. The pH-sensitive NPs would be a promising carrier for the 
vaginal-specific delivery of various therapeutic drugs including microbicides and peptides or 
proteins.
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For inflammatory bowel disease treatment, local delivery of molecules loaded in NPs to the 
inflamed colon could be a promising strategy. Mucoadhesive and pH-sensitive ovalbumin 
(OVA)-loaded NPs as well as NPs for sustained drug delivery have been obtained from tri-
methylchitosan (TMC), Eudragit® S100 and a polymer mixture (PLGA, PEG-PLGA and 
PEG-PCL), respectively, for a target colon delivery to the inflamed tissues [58]. Mannose or 
a specific peptide has been grafted on the PEGylated NPs to ensure the target drug deliv-
ery. The TMC NPs had the highest apparent permeability for OVA in the untreated model. 
However, in the inflamed model, there was no difference between TMC, PLGA-based and 
Eudragit® NPs. Mannose-grafted PLGA-NPs showed the highest accumulation of OVA in 
inflamed colon. Based on these results, active targeting of macrophages and DCs may be a 
promising approach for targeting the colon in inflammatory bowel disease.

2.3.3. Recent advances in ophthalmic nanoparticulate drug delivery carriers

Prospects for the application of polymeric micro- and nano-carriers as DDSs in ophthalmic 
preparations are related to an improved solubility of less soluble drugs, a controlled release, 
a targeted transport and an enhanced chemical stability in order to increase efficiency and 
reduce side effects, overcoming physiological barriers and delivery of APIs to the posterior 
segment of the eye, wherein the penetration is usually hampered [59–67]. An important fea-
ture of ophthalmic DDSs is the ability of retention in the ocular tissues. In this regard, the 
characteristics of polymers like mucoadhesivness and option for modelling of their surface 
properties are crucial. Synthetic-based polymer NPs obtained by polyacrylates, polymethyl-
metacrylates, polyalkylcyanoacrylates and polyvinyl acetates (PVAc), PCL, PLA, PLGA etc. 
meet these basic features and their properties as DDSs can be modified [59–66]. Giannavola 
et al. [67] have found that both, uncoated and PEG-coated acyclovir-loaded PLA NPs, char-
acterized with sustained drug release have been well tolerated, but PEG-coated NPs have 
shown greater efficacy compared to uncoated NPs. A great number of studies, related to 
the preparation of nanoparticulate DDSs that provide a good retention and sustained drug 
release, can be found in the scientific literature. There are examples like indomethacin-loaded 
PVAc/carbopol NPs, indomethacin-loaded PVAc/chitosan NPs, pilocarpine-loaded chitosan/
carbopol NPs, rapamycin-loaded chitosan/PLA NPs, gatifloxacin/prednisolone-loaded NPs 
of Eudragit RS100 and RL100 coated with hyaluronic acid, sparfloxacin- and levofloxacin-
loaded PLGA-NPs, etc. [61, 62, 68–72]. Generally, the authors have concluded that the use 
of this kind of polymers leads to increased pre-corneal residence time and improve the drug 
penetration across the cornea. As previously mentioned, these nanoparticulate DDSs provide 
enhanced drug stability, increased residence time, better bioavailability in ophthalmic tissues, 
controlled release and good biotolerability.

In the past few years, a variety of novel stimuli responsive ophthalmic DDSs have been 
reported. The combination of NPs and in situ gel has been developed [73, 74]. It is known 
as ‘nanoparticle laden in situ gel’. In an extensive review, Kumar et al. have described every 
aspect of this novel formulation [75]. The polymeric nanoparticle-loaded in situ gel provides 
a sustained and prolonged release. Biodegradable and water-soluble polymers make them 
more acceptable and excellent DDSs. These in situ activated gel-forming systems seem to be 
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favoured as they can be administered in a drop form and produce considerably less blurred 
vision. Owing to its control of drug release, the dosage form is more acceptable by the patients 
and thus increases the patient compliance [75].

The bioavailability of ophthalmic drugs can be improved by soft contact lenses-based oph-
thalmic DDSs. For example, the cross-linked NPs based on PCL, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
(HEMA) and poly-ethylene glycol diacrylate (PEG-DA) have been prepared by surfactant-
free mini emulsion polymerization. The lens material has been prepared through photopo-
lymerization of HEMA and N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) using PEG-DA as cross-linker. NPs 
and hydrogel showed high viability, indicating the absence of cytotoxicity and stimulatory 
effect. The drug-release studies revealed that the hydrogel embedded with NPs released the 
loteprednol etabonate for a period of 12 days [76].

Many polymeric systems have been used to fabricate ocular inserts to improve ocular bio-
availability and drug retention. The inserts have shown some advantages like reduced dosing 
frequency and increased corneal residence time. For example, a cross-linked and Eudragit 
RL-100-coated ocular insert of gatifloxacin provides better in vitro drug release and sustained 
up to 11 h [77]. Recently, Thakur et al. [78] have prepared bioerodable insert of azithromycin 
in order to prolong the release time and improve the ocular availability in ophthalmic infec-
tions. The model comprising of 1.5% HPMC and 3% Eudragit RL100 has been found to be 
optimized formulation on the basis of uniformity of thickness and weight, surface pH, folding 
endurance, percentage moisture loss, percentage moisture absorption, drug content, in vitro 
release, AUC for in vitro and in vivo release which have been higher than pure drug and shelf 
life. Furthermore, better ocular tolerability has been found.

GrayBug’s controlled release technologies are based on proprietary biodegradable drug-
loaded PLGA-NPs, micro-particles and injectable implants providing extended release of 
small to large molecules for intraocular applications to treat neovascular diseases, such as 
age-related macular degeneration (AMD), diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma [79].

The Particle Replication in Non-wetting Templates (PRINT) technology offers a unique ability 
to reproducibly fabricate particles of virtually any size, shape, chemistry, surface functional-
ity, modulus and porosity. Additionally, PRINT has been shown previously to be broadly 
compatible with a wide range of biodegradable polymers (e.g. PLGA) and molecular enti-
ties including small molecules, nucleic acids, enzymes and therapeutic monoclonal antibod-
ies [80]. The unique flexibility of PRINT has been used to develop biodegradable nano- and 
micro-particle suspensions and biodegradable implants for extended drug delivery into the 
eye. Such products are ENV515 intra-cameral extended-release prostaglandin analogues and 
ENV705 extended-release anti-VEGF formulation for AMD therapy. In the ENV705 implant, a 
trehalose/bevacizumab mixture is dispersed within a polyglycolic acid matrix allowing drug 
release of effective concentrations over 3–6 months [81].

The use of NPs in ophthalmic formulations can solve most of the problems of drug deliv-
ery, mainly related with low bioavailability in the target eye tissues. Mucoadhesive, mucus-
penetrating NPs or nanoparticle-loaded in situ gelling systems may significantly increase the 
pre-corneal residence time and ocular penetration, thus improving the drug bioavailability. 
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The undeniable advantages that these systems provide, as a sustained drug release, a reduced 
administration frequency and a higher patient compliance, give us grounds to believe that in 
the next few years, some of them will find their place on the ophthalmic market [82].

2.3.4. Buccal/sublingual route of drug administration

The buccal cavity has a very limited surface area (around 50 cm2) but the easy access to the 
site makes it a preferred location for delivering APIs. Buccal route of drug administration is 
used for the treatment of local diseases of the oral cavity as well as for achievement of sys-
temic effect by avoiding hepatic first-pass metabolism. The sublingual mucosa is relatively 
more permeable than the buccal mucosa due to the presence of a large number of smooth 
muscle and immobile mucosa. Therefore, sublingual formulations are designed to release the 
APIs quickly. The buccal cavity is more suitable for mucoadhesive DDSs and the API could 
be released in a controlled manner. Bioadhesive micro- and NPs offer more advantages com-
pared to conventional buccal tablets due to their high surface area which allows them to make 
contact with a larger mucosal surface. The polymers used to prepare these systems must meet 
the following requirements, such as rapid attachment to the mucosal surface, maintaining a 
strong interaction which prevents any displacement and the bioadhesion performance should 
not be impacted by surrounding environmental pH. The various mucoadhesive polymers 
used for the development of buccal DDSs include cyanoacrylates, PAA, sodium carboxymeth-
ylcellulose, hyaluronic acid, hydroxypropyl cellulose, polycarbophil, chitosan and gellan [83].

For example, nanofibre-based mucoadhesive films were invented for oromucosal adminis-
tration of drug- and vaccines-loaded nano-carriers [84]. The mucoadhesive film consists of 
(i) an electrospun nanofibrous reservoir layer where the NPs can be reversibly adsorbed or 
they can be deposited in the pores between the nanofibres, (ii) a mucoadhesive film layer 
and (iii) a protective backing layer. After mucosal application, nanofibrous reservoir layers 
are intended to provide prolonged release of NPs into the submucosal tissue. To prove this 
concept, trans-/intra-mucosal and lymph-node delivery of PLGA-PEG NPs has been demon-
strated in a porcine model. This system can mainly be used for sublingual immunization and 
the development of ‘printed vaccine technology’.

Carvedilol nanosuspension has been loaded into mucoadhesive buccal films containing three 
similar layers: mucoadhesive layer, nanosuspension-containing layer and backing membrane 
[85]. Carvedilol-loaded nanosuspension has been prepared by a precipitation-ultrasonication 
method with PVA. Nanosuspension incorporated drug-gel layer was optimized to contain 3% 
HPMC and 50 mg carbopol 934P. The authors have suggested that the increased relative bio-
availability of the obtained formulations was due to the increased surface area of carvedilol 
and by-passing the hepatic metabolism.

Sapre and Parikh have formulated polymeric NPs-based mucoadhesive system intended for 
oral mucosal delivery of fluoxetine hydrochloride [86]. In this study, the drug has been encap-
sulated into poly(methyl vinyl ether/maleic anhydride) (Gantrez MS-955) mucoadhesive NPs. 
This buccal mucoadhesive system comprising a fluoxetin-loaded NPs layer and an ethyl cellu-
lose layer has been characterized by by-pass first-pass effect, with relatively rapid onset, higher 
absorption and sustained release effect to increase bioavailability compared to oral absorption.
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In another study, Al-Dhubiab has designed and evaluated zolpidem-loaded PLGA nano-
spheres-impregnated buccal films to prolong the duration of its action [87]. Zolpidem nano-
spheres have been loaded into mucoadhesive films composed of different concentrations 
of HPMC K100, Eudragit® RL100 and carbopol 974P. The prepared films showed adequate 
mucoadhesive strength and excellent physicomechanical strength. The results of the in vitro 
drug-release tests have depicted the potential of the films to provide extended drug release, 
while ex vivo studies have justified the potential of the nanospheres to permeate across the 
buccal membranes at a controlled rate. Furthermore, in vivo the studies have reinforced find-
ings from the in vitro and ex vivo studies, demonstrating prolonged release and enhanced 
bioavailability of zolpidem.

Mucoadhesive drug delivery will play an even more important role in delivering of a large 
number of molecules: new drug molecules due to drug discovery and well-known APIs, 
which suffer from low solubility, poor bioavailability or chemical instability.

2.4. Nanoparticle-mediated pulmonary drug delivery

The pulmonary route, as a non-invasive method of drug administration for both local and 
systemic delivery of APIs, is preferable for APIs acting on pulmonary diseases and disorders. 
Additionally, this route offers many advantages, such as high surface area with rapid absorp-
tion due to high vascularization and circumvention of the first-pass effect [88]. The challenges 
for the pulmonary drug delivery are related with three main clearance mechanisms namely 
(i) pulmonary clearance, (ii) enzymatic degradation and (iii) rapid systemic absorption. As a 
result, the inhaled drugs exhibit low bioavailability in the lungs. It is well known that the par-
ticulate-based DDSs could solve the problem with drug bioavailability providing (i) drug pro-
tection from enzymatic degradation, (ii) evade pulmonary clearance, (iii) target drug delivery 
to the desired site at the lungs, (iv) controlled drug release, (v) reduce dose frequency, (vi) 
maximize the therapeutic efficiency and (vii) minimize side effects [89].

For therapeutic purposes, the most commonly used synthetic polymers include PLA, PLGA 
and PCL. These polymers have numerous advantages mentioned above. Furthermore, several 
factors, such as aerodynamic diameters, shape and surface properties of these polymer car-
riers can be tailored and optimized to obtain a particulate-based DDS with high therapeutic 
efficiency. In an extensive review, El-Sherbiny et al. [89] have presented the factors influenc-
ing pulmonary drug deposition and bioavailability as well as the significance of particulate-
based pulmonary drug delivery.

For example, rifampicin-loaded PLGA microspheres with adequate aerodynamic proper-
ties for lung delivery as aerosols have been recently formulated and studied in vitro [90]. 
The solvent evaporation method with premix membrane homogenization has been applied, 
with class-3 ethyl acetate as organic solvent, to produce narrowly size-distributed rifampicin-
loaded PLGA microspheres for sustained lung delivery as aerosol.

Recently, the development and in vitro characterization of PLGA microspheres loaded with 
totarol (an antibacterial natural drug) for the treatment of long-term bacterial infections has 
been presented [91]. Moreover, pitavastatin-loaded PLGA-NPs have been designed for the 
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treatment of pulmonary artery hypertension [92]. The authors observed delivery of NPs into 
alveolar macrophages and small pulmonary arteries for up to 14 days after a single intra-
tracheal administration. The PLGA nanoparticulate-mediated drug delivery has been more 
effective than systemic administration of pitavastatin, attenuating the development of pul-
monary artery hypertension. In addition, treatment with pitavastatin-NPs 3 weeks after 
monocrotaline injection induced regression of pulmonary artery hypertension and improved 
survival rate.

The NPs possess sizes that allow them to be easily inhaled and to reach the deep lung. On 
the other hand, according to the same reason, these could be exhaled. The ideal particle sizes 
for the pulmonary alveoli administration are between 2 and 5 µm. The Trojan micro-particles 
contain drug-loaded NPs. These systems offer a compromise between the range of NPs with 
their main advantages and the benefits which provide micro-particles. Anton et al. [93] have 
presented the physical principles and experimental procedure involved in the fabrication of 
these unique systems and their impact on drug delivery and release kinetics. The authors have 
paid particular attention to the biopharmaceutical application of the Trojan micro-particles. 
For example, an efficient Trojan delivery of tetrandrine by PVP-block-PCL NPs has shown 
enhanced apoptotic induction of lung cancer cells and inhibition of its migration and 
invasion [94].

Furthermore, Simultaneously Manufactured Nano-In-Micro (SIMANIM) particles for the pul-
monary delivery of antibodies have been prepared by the spray-drying of a double-emulsion 
containing human IgG (as a model antibody), lactose, PLGA and dipalmitoylphosphatidyl-
choline [95]. The continuous release of the model antibody has been observed for 35 days in pH 
2.5 release media and released antibody has been shown to be stable and active. ‘SIMANIM’ 
particles could be beneficial for the delivery of antibodies targeted against inhaled pathogens 
or other extracellular antigens, as well as having potential applications in the delivery of a 
wide range of other APIs.

Nanoparticulate-mediated pulmonary drug delivery provides many advantages compared 
to the conventional-release dosage forms. Although the synthetic polymer carriers used for 
pulmonary drug delivery are usually biocompatible and biodegradable, a strict and precise 
assessment of the potential toxicity and side effects is necessary to be done due to the high 
surface area and vascularization of the lung.

2.5. Advances in novel parenteral drug delivery systems

The parenteral route of administration is the most effective route for the delivery of the APIs 
with narrow therapeutic index and poor bioavailability. Major progress has been done in the 
field of formulation technologies using innovative polymer-based DDSs so as to provide a 
targeted and sustained release of drug in predictable manner and to overcome the problems 
associated with conventional parenteral DDSs.

For example, one of the most intriguing strategies to overcome the limitation of classical cyto-
toxic drugs is their formulation into nanopharmaceutical platforms, that is, nano-carriers, 
such as liposomes, polymeric NPs and more recently into nanocontainers based on host-guest 
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interactions. Furthermore, biodegradable and injectable in situ forming DDSs represent an 
attractive alternative to microspheres and implants as parenteral depot systems.

Recently, Bao et al. have evaluated daunorubicin (DNR)-loaded PLGA-poly-l-lysine (PLL)-
PEG-transferrin (Tf) NPs as a DDS providing sustained release at the specific site and reduced 
toxicity in normal tissues [96]. The authors have observed a higher drug intra-cellular con-
centration in K562 cells, an enhanced anti-cancer activity and a regulation of the expression 
of some proteins. In another study, to increase the encapsulation of DNR and multi-drug 
resistance reversal agent tetrandrine (Tet) in the DDS of NPs, Liu et al. [97] have synthesized a 
functional copolymer PLGA-PLL-PEG, and then it was loaded with DNR and Tet simultane-
ously (DNR/Tet-PLGA-PLL-PEG-NPs). These NPs have been further modified with transfer-
rin (Tf) due to its specific binding to Tf receptors, which is highly expressed on the surface of 
tumour cells. The results showed that the accumulated release of DNR and Tet could be sus-
tained over 1 week. Furthermore, the authors have found that the new DNR-loaded NPs have 
been more effective than DNR alone, inhibiting the cell proliferation of K562 and ADR lines in 
a dose-dependent manner. The experimental results presented show that PLGA-PLL-PEG-Tf 
formulation could be very promising DDS having excellent features for target delivery.

7-Ethyl-10-hydroxy camptothecin (SN38) is a potent topoisomerase inhibitor and a metabolite 
of irinotecan with poor solubility which hampered its clinical development. To overcome this 
problem, methoxy PEG-2000 (mPEG2K)-SN38 and mPEG2K-PLA1.5K-SN38 conjugates have 
been prepared and then dispersed into an aqueous medium to form micelles [98]. The authors 
have found that SN38-loaded micelles with PLA induced a significant tumour inhibition after 
30 days compared to those without PLA.

Furthermore, recent report has presented the formulation and evaluation of a core-shell type 
star polymer with a branched hydrophobic PS core and covalently attached poly(tert-butyl 
acrylate) arms, as a DDS for cisplatin [99]. The stars were loaded with cisplatin via ligand 
exchange reaction achieving remarkable high drug payload of 45% (w/w). The release profile 
of the platinum (II) complexes indicated sustained manner of drug release with no initial 
burst effect. In vitro cell viability study, using different human tumour cell lines, proved that 
the conjugates exhibited lower cytotoxicity compared to the free agent. Further, the design 
strategy has been based on functionalization of the polyacrylate arms by a PEGylated cis-
platin analogue, allowing for detachment of the coating following hydrolysis in biological 
environment [100].

It has been noted before that nanoparticulate-based DDSs possess distinct advantages for 
brain drug delivery. Penetratin (a cell-penetrating peptide with relatively low content of basic 
amino acids) has been functionalized to PEG-PLA NPs to achieve desirable pharmacoki-
netic and biodistribution profiles for brain drug delivery [101]. In vivo pharmacokinetic and 
biodistribution studies showed that penetratin-functionalized PEG-PLGA-NPs exhibited a 
significantly enhanced brain uptake and reduced accumulation in the non-target tissues com-
pared with low-molecular-weight protamine (a cell-penetrating peptide with high arginine 
content)-functionalized NPs. The application of these penetratin-functionalized NPs can be a 
promising strategy for brain-targeting drug delivery as well as a basis for the optimization of 
brain DDSs via surface charge modulation.
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Recently, Shamma et al. [102] have investigated injectable in situ forming scaffolds loaded 
with risedronate (bone resorption inhibitor) and with lornoxicam (anti-inflammatory drug) 
for non-surgical treatment of periapical lesions. They have tested two insoluble copolymers, 
such as PLGA (ester-terminal) and PLGA-A (acid-terminal). Additionally, sucrose acetate 
isobutyrate (SAIB) has also been added as a high viscosity water-insoluble carrier as well as 
porogenic agents like hydrolysed collagen. The scaffolds prepared using 30% (w/v) PLGA or 
combined PLGA: SAIB (1:1, w/w) with total polymer concentration of 30% (w/v) possessed 
the most sustained drug-release profile and their application improved the inflammation and 
enhanced the formation of new bony regions. These results confirm the success of the pre-
pared scaffolds as an innovative approach in the treatment of bone defects.

Nagarajan et al. [103] have synthesized two star-shaped PLA polymers with dipyridamole 
molecular core as a coating material for making coronary stents. The authors have used l-lac-
tide and dl-lactide for their preparation. The difference in the features of both coating bioma-
terials was explained with the crystallinity of the polymers synthesized as well as with the 
fact that the l-form is normally available in humans. The experimental results showed that 
the new star-shaped PLA polymers with dipyridamol core were bio- and hemo-compatible, 
and possessed enhanced angiogenic properties. This is another proof for the great importance 
of the synthetic-based polymer carriers and their application in the pharmaceutical practice.

3. Conclusion and future prospects

The main application of NPs as DDSs and the challenges, regarding to this, lies on the effi-
cient administration of these carriers. Along with all the benefits that these DDSs provide, the 
choice of route of administration is essential to their performance. The difficulties are related 
to their absorption at the proper organs, tissues and cells.

Unconditionally, the use of NPs as DDSs may solve most of the problems of drug delivery, 
mainly related with low bioavailability in the target tissues. Mucoadhesive, mucus-penetrat-
ing NPs or ‘nano-in-micro-particle’ DDSs may significantly increase the retention time on the 
mucous surface by enhancing the drug absorption and thereby improving drug bioavailabil-
ity. Nanotechnologies are able to overcome the physiological barriers of the different tissues 
regarding the route of administration. Polymeric carriers have a stabilizing role on the drug 
included. They protect it from the unfavourable impact of the environment or the biological 
fluids. The synthetic-based polymer nano-carriers can assure a controlled release in the target 
tissue and minimize the side effects. The advantages that these could provide unconditionally 
improve the drug bioavailability, reduce the administration frequency and dose and enhance 
the patient compliance. Still not well assessed, the problem with the eventual toxicity and 
adverse effects of these drug carriers must draw our attention. Although polymeric particles 
may be biodegradable, their degradation rate must be analysed and toxicity profiles must be 
assessed in various in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo models. The development and application of 
strict safety rules are needed to create an effective and safe drug formulation.

In the future, the main emphasis of investigations will be put on the achievement of a non-
invasive drug administration, aiming targeted and controlled release of API with a minimal 
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effective dose. The comprehensive exploration of the problems, associated with the route of 
drug administration within its complexity, the tissues under normal and pathological condi-
tions, and the multi-compartment pharmacokinetics, will significantly accelerate the further 
progress in this field.
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